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In contrast to the classical theory of partial sums of independent and identically distributed 
random variables, the maximum value taken by a component of a Markov population process 
xN is typically largely determined by the variation in its mean, rather than by stochastic fluctuation. 
A closer approximation to its distribution is found by considering the supremum of V(f) -N”‘c(f) 
for a suitable centred Gaussian process V, where c incorporates the effect of the variation in 
the mean of xN. Under appropriate conditions, it is shown that this has a distribution which is 
normally distributed, to within an error of order N-“’ log N, and expressions for the mean and 
variance of the approximating distribution are derived. 
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1. Introduction 
Let (x~)~=~ be a sequence of density dependent Markov population processes 
on the d-dimensional lattice N-‘Zd, with non-zero transition rates given by 
x+x+N-‘j atrateNgj(x),jE$, 
where ,_$ is a finite subset of Zd. Suppose that, for some XO, zo E R d and some K > 0, 
(x~(O)-X~-N-~“*~~~KN-‘. Denote by & the solution of the deterministic 
equations i = Cjjgj(x) =F(x) which has t(O) =x0, and assume that, for some 
/3, E >O, the functions gj are all twice continuously differentiable and non-zero in 
the set {x : d(x, S,) G E} where S, = {c(t), 0 G t G S} and d(z, S) = infYGS ]y -z 1. It is 
shown in [7] that, under these conditions, it is possible to construct, on a common 
probability space, a process x;V and a d-dimensional diffusion Z such that TN 2 xN 
and 
sup J~N(f)-5(t)-N-1’2z(f)(~CN-1 IogN, (1.1) 
OGrGp 
where 
P[C>y]<K ehhy forsomeK,A >O. 
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The diffusion Z is Gaussian, with infinitesimal drift A(t)z and covariance g’(t) at 
the point (t, z), where 
A(t) =F’([(r)) and (r’(l) = 1 jjTgj(5(t)); 
is9 
(1.2) 
initially, Z(0) = zo. Alternatively, letting Bd denote the standard d-dimensional 
Brownian motion, Z(r) can be expressed as E(t) W(t), where E(t) is the fundamental 
matrix solution of the equation & = A(t)E with E(0) = Z, W(r) = zo+JA 4(u) dBd(u> 
and 4 (u) is the positive definite square root of the matrix E(u)-‘(+~(u)E~(u)-‘. 
The problem considered here is to approximate the distribution of 
when N is large. It arises naturally if, for example, the maximum value taken by 
one of the coordinates of XN is a principal quantity of interest, and two such examples 
are treated in Section 3. Clearly, a first approximation is found by replacing xN by 
5, and evaluating the (deterministic) supremum. However, the bound given in (1.1) 
implies that the distribution of UrJ can be more precisely estimated by considering 
that of 
ui.f = sup {(YT(t)t(t) +N-1’2aT(t)z(r)- y(t)}, 
0=;t==p 
(1.3) 
or, equivalently, that of 
N”2U+ sup {v(t)-N”2C(t)} 
OFIS@ 
(1.4) 
where 
V(t) = a’(t)E(t) W(f) and c(t) = y(r) -cuT(t)g(t). (1.5) 
An approximate answer to this problem, with error of order at most N-“2 log N, 
was obtained in [4], for the case where W is a one-dimensional Brownian motion. 
The present paper extends this result to the more general setting appropriate to 
Markov population processes, without losing any of its essential simplicity. 
It is of interest to note that the error introduced by approximating the distribution 
of UN by that of Uh is guaranteed by (1.1) to be at most of order N-“2(log N)2, 
since it is N”2UN rather than UN itself which, when centred, has a non-degenerate 
limit, and so the order N-*‘* 1ogN accuracy of the approximation to N”2Ulv 
derived below is of a similar precision. However, the error involved in approximating 
the distribution of xN by the diffusion approximation, either at a single time point 
[l] or in equilibrium [3], is now known to be O(N-“2), and it may well be that 
the logarithmic factors appearing in the above error estimates are superfluous in 
this instance also. 
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2. The main theorem 
The aim in this section is to approximate the distribution of 
sup {V(t) -N”2c(t)} 
OS!ZTf3 
under appropriate conditions on V and c (. ). The conditions imposed are as follows. 
The real function c ( a) has a unique minimum of zero at T, where 0 c T < p, and, 
for some So > 0 and c” > 0, 
~c(T+s)-:c”~~~~cJ~~~, ls)sSo, (2.1) 
where, here and subsequently, c standing alone denotes a generic constant, not 
necessarily the same at each appearance, which never depends on N, but may 
depend on the particular form of the function c ( a) and on the parameters determin- 
ing the distribution of V, It is also assumed that, for each 6 > 0, 
inf c(t) = ?js > 0. (2.2) 
o=r<p, Ir-TIH 
V is assumed to be of the form uTW, where a is a d-dimensional vector function 
satisfying, for some d-vector a’ and some Kl> 0, 
Ju(T+~)-u(T)-~u’~~K~~~, )s~cS~, (2.3) 
and also such that, for each 6 > 0, 
and W(f) a.~,+$, a(u) dBd(u) where, here and subsequently, Bd and B; always 
denote standard d-dimensional Brownian motions. U(T) is, for each t, the positive 
square root of a positive definite covariance matrix c2(t): it is assumed that the 
components of g2 are integrable over [0, p], and that there exists a K2 > 0 such that 
t(c+(T+s)-rr(T)I(~Kzlsl, (2.5) 
where I( - (I denotes the usual matrix norm. The positive definite covariance matrix 
jz_,(~‘(t) dt is denoted byH(s), and b(t-s) ={H(T)-H(s)}u(T-s). Throughout, 
we write H =H(T), a =u(T), a2=(r2(T), b =b(T), A2=uTa2u and D = 
(A/c”)“~: note also that 
uTHu =EV’(T) and A2=~+yhw1E{(V(T+h)- V(T))‘}. 
Finally, let 
1 ; 
let RI be a random variable with PIRI 2 y ] = F, (CO), and let R be a random variable 
distributed as the maximum of two independent copies of RI. Define A = E R, 
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ai = var R, and set 
I 
m 
p2=2 k(Y)P[R, s yl dy 
0 
where 
k(y)=loa( y +is2) dF,(S). 
This completes the preliminaries. The argument now proceeds through a series of 
preparatory lemmas, the first of which is used to establish certain conditional 
distributions. 
Lemma 2.1. Conditional on the event W(T) = z, 
{ W(T -s) - W(T)}osss~ 2 {W’(s) -H(s)H-‘[z - zo]}o~scr 
where 
W”(s)=(H-H(s))[s [H-H(u)]%(T-U)dBd*(u). 
0 
Proof. The finite dimensional joint densities of W(T - *)--z +H( *)H-‘[z - zo], 
conditional on W(T) = z, and of W” can be evaluated directly. If 0 = to < tl< - - - < 
tk < tk+l = T, and if (Yi)f=r are any reals and y. = Yk+l = 0, then the common Vahe 
of their joint densities at {(tj, yj)}FZi is seen to be 
exp 
(2~)~“‘[ ‘2 {det(H(tj) -H(ti-r))}“‘]/{det H}‘j2 * 
j=l 
In the case of W”, some matrix manipulation is required to reach this expression. 
The next lemma establishes some necessary estimates which follow from assump- 
tions (2.1)-(2.5). 
Lemma 2.2. Choose a1 s So so that S111H-‘J((ll~211+~K2S~) cf. Then, for 0 s u =S 
S1N1’3, 
(i) jaTH(uN-“3)H-‘z - uN-1’3aTm2H-‘z 1 CcU2N-2’3 Iz I, 
(ii) I{aT(T -uN-“3)-aT}H(uN-“3)H-1zI~ccu2N-2’3 1~1, 
(iii) 16(T-uN-“3)-bI~c*uN-1’3, 
(iv) l.zT{a(T-uN-1’3)-a +uN-“3a’}lcKlu2N-2’3 If), 
(v) ~~[H-H(uN-“3)]-‘a(T-~N-“3)-H-1+~~N-”3. 
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Proof. First, note that, in view of (2.5), 
Now, from the definition of H, 
I 
.N-‘13 
fq&4/3) - UN-‘/3u* = {a’(~-u)-a’}dv, 
0 
and hence, from (2.6), 
IIH(uN-“3) - uN-l’3c+*11~ cu2N-2’3, 0 ZG z.4 d SoN1’3. 
Part (i) now easily follows. It also follows that, for 0 c u c SON~‘~, 
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(2.6) 
IIHb4N-1’3 )I[ c z4N-“3 {Ila’ll +$K2S0}, (2.7) 
and this, together with (2.3), establishes parts (ii) and (iii). Part (iv) follows instantly 
from (2.3). Finally, 
ll[H-H(uN-1’3)]-‘c+(T-UN-“3)-H-‘a((= 
= ll[I-H-‘H(uN-“3)]-‘H-‘{cT+[c+(T-UN-”3)-a]}-H-’(+ll. 
Since, from (2.7) and from the definition of 6,, IIH-‘H(uN-“~)II <f whenever 
0 c u 4 S1NlJ3, this last expression cannot exceed 
2{11H(~N-“~ )))llH-‘11*11ull+ la(T-~N-“~) -allIIH-‘II), 
and part (v) follows, using (2.5) and (2.7). 
The next lemmas come in pairs, in each of which one is for approximating W 
just before T, and the other just after T. Only the first, more complicated, member 
of each pair is explicitly proved. 
Define 
X,,,(u) = N1’6 
I 
“N-113 
{H -H(u)}-‘c+(T-v) dBd(u) 
0 
= “{H-H(wN-“3)}-1~(T-wN-1’3)dB~(w) 
I 0 
where B$(w) = N1’6Bd(~N-1’3), and let X(u) =Hi-l&$(u). 
Lemma 2.3. For each K > 0, there exists a K > 0 such that 
P 
[ 
O~u~~~~N~,,3 1bT(T-~N-1’3)X~(~)-bTX(41~KN-1’3 bN] = 
= o(N-I). 
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Proof. The estimate is accomplished in three parts, based on the inequality 
16T(T-uN-1’3)XN(U)-bTX(U)I~ 
s16T{X,(u)-X(u)}l+16(T-UN-“3)-bI(XN(U)-X(U)I 
+Ib(T-UN-“3)-b(lX(u)(. 
First, writing~~(w)={H-H(wN-*‘~)}-‘~(T-~N-”~), we have 
bT{X&-X(n)}=l”bT{cN(w)--CN(O)}dB:(w) 
0 
=B, (~oubT{~N(W)-~~(0))(CN(~)-~~(O)}Tb dw) 
for a suitable l-dimensional Brownian motionBr. From Lemma 2.2(v) the integrand 
may be estimated as 
IbT{CN(W)-CN(0)}{CN(W) -CN(0)}TbI %w2N -2i3, 0 c w c &N”3, 
and hence, from the maximal inequality for Brownian motion, 
P 
[ osu~~~~N~,,3 16T{X~(~)-X(~)}I>KN-1’3 1ogN 1 c 
s c exp{-tK2N-2’3 (log N>‘/[c~K’ log N * N-2’3 J} 
= o(N-‘) for each K > ($c~K~)“~. 
Since also, if (cj)f=t denotes the canonical basis of Rd, we can write 1x1’ = 
~~=, IeTx I2 for any x E R d, it follows that, for any choice of positive constants (ej),“-r 
with ~~=, ei = 1, 
P sup IX,(u)-X(u)l>y s 
OSUSU 1 
Treating each term in the sum as above, it is easy to show that 
P 0sus;;~Nj,,3 (XN(U)-X(U)I~C(~Og~)2’3]=O(N-1) 
for any choice of c > 0. Since also, from Lemma 2.2(iii), 
05u6;;;NjI,3 ~6(7=~N-“~)-b~%cc*(logN)“~N-~‘~, 
the probability that the second term exceeds KN-“3 log N is o(N-‘) for eachK > 0. 
Finally, if the eigenvalues of H-‘(+2H-’ are given by 0 s AI C A2 s - * * S Ad, it 
follows that 
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where the B\” are independent standard Brownian motions, and hence that 
P[ sup IX(U)lsy]c,~r P[~s~Pi,lB:“(~)l2sY2/n] 
OGUGU ss 
c c exp{-y 2/2 VA} 
where A =~~_I hj = tr{H-‘a’H_‘}. Thus, taking y = K(log N)2’3/(Kc*) and U = 
K (log N)1’3, the probability that the third term exceeds KN-“3 log N is seen to 
be o(N-‘) for all K >K3’2c*(2A)1’2, and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.3. Define 
rl,(u)=~N’/6{~(T+u~-1/3)- w(T)) 
J 
U 
= u(T+wN-~‘~) dBd(w), 
0 
and let X(u) = uBd(u). Then, for each K > 0, there exists a K > 0 such that 
P 
[ 
0bur~~~N1,,~J~T(T+uN-“3)~~(u)-aT~(u)I>KN-1’3 logN]= 
= o(N-‘). 
Let gN be any function satisfying 
for some constant c, >O. Fix any K >O, and, for any real y, let uh and r/N denote 
respectively the times at which the processes Zh and ZN attain their maxima in 
[0, K (log N)“3], where 
.Z~(u)~b~X(u)-yuN-~‘~ -Ic"u~; 
also, let U denote the time at which 2 attains its maximum in [0, KD-‘(log N)1’3] 
1 2 where Z(u) = Bl(u)-zu . 
Lemma 2.4. For each K > 0, there exists a K > 0 such that 
P[lZ~(UEy)-ZN(UN)I>KN-‘/3 logN]=o(N-‘)v 
uniformly in y. 
Proof. For 0 c u =z K (log N)“3, it is immediate that 
I&/(U)[SCN-“3 lOgN=qN, 
say. Let &N denote 
0~u~u(,opN),,3 16T(T-~N-“3)XN(~)-bTX(~)l. s p 
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Then, from the definitions of UN and U, 
Z,V(D,V)+&N +nN sZN(&)+&N +nN SZ;v(%‘) 
~Z~V(UN)~ZN(UN)-EN-~~N, 
SO that ]Zk(U;)-Z,(U,)] G&N +nN. Since, by Lemma 2.3, K’=K’(K) can be 
chosen so large that 
P[&N >K’N- 1’3 log N] = OW’), 
the lemma follows, 
Lemma 2.5. For each K > 3D*, 
IP[Zk(Uj,+y]-P[R$=y/AD]+y(D/A)N-”%(y/AD)Is 
~cN-1’3{logN+y2+N-1’6 lyl(log N)5’3]h*(ylAD) + O(N-‘), 
uniformly in IyI =G (A/6D)N1’6, where h*(x) = (1 +x3) exp{-+x3’*}. 
Proof. First, note that !J~X f AB1. Thus 2, may be represented as 
Z,(u) =ABr(U)-UYN-1’6 -Ic’fu2=AD{BT(u)-vyM-1’6 -$‘> 
where v = uD-*, M = (A/D)6N and B:(v) = D-‘BI(uD*). Hence ZN(UN)/AD is 
the maximum value attained by BT (u) - v$W-“~ - $u’ in 0 s v s d-*(log N)1’3. 
Applying [4, Lemma 31, it follows that, for K 23D*, IyI s (A/6D)N1’6, and for 
all Y, 
JP[ZN(UN)~y]-P[Z(U)==y/ADl+~(DIA)N-1’6k(~IAD)I~ 
< N-1’3 (DylA)*h (y/AD) + WN-*) 
where h(y)=c(l+y3)exp{-&y”*}. 
Now, from Lemma 2.4, 
(2.8) 
P[ZN(UN)>y +KN-1’3 log N]+O(N-‘)c 
sP[Z~(U~)S~]GP[ZN(UN)~~-KN-“~ logN]+o(N-‘). 
Write xN = (y -KN-1’3 logN)/AD and x = y/AD. Then, taking the right-hand 
inequality, for example, it follows from (2.8) that 
P[Z~(U~)~~]SP[Z(U)~~N]-Y(D/A)N-“~~(XN) 
+ c(yD/A)*h (xN)N-1’3 + O(N-‘). 
Now, from [4, Lemma 4(ii)] and from the definition of h, we have 
I~(xN)-~(x)IGCN-~‘~ logN{(logN)2’3+~}(1+~1’2)exp(-~x3’2] 
and 
h(X&=C(1+X3)eXp{-+X3’*}, X32, 
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whenever KN-‘13 log-N s AD. Hence 
P[z~(u;v)~y]~P[z(u) 2 x,,r] - y(D/A)N-“% (x) 
+c{(yD/A)2N-“3 + JyD/A(N-“‘(log N)5’3}h*(~). 
Finally, from [4, Lemmas l(iii) and 21, if K > 3D*, 
PIZ(U)axN]cPIR1 z~]+cN-“~ 1ogN. h*(x)+o(N-‘). 
Making similar estimates for the left-hand inequality, the lemma follows. 
The bulk of the necessary approximation is now complete. Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 
extend the range over which the supremum is evaluated to the whole interval of 
interest. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Uk denote the time at which Zfii attains ifs maximum in [0, cYN”~]. 
Then, for all S small enough, and for each K > KO(~), P[Ug 2 K (log L’V)“~I = oW’), 
uniformly in 1~1 C ~+c’IKN~‘~. 
Proof. The first step is to note the inclusions 
VJ& 2 K (log N)1’3} C 
E 
1 sup ~llogN~"~~~=sSN"~ 
[bT(T-~N-1’3)X~(u) 
_uyN-'16 -QIu *-gNwl~O I 
c U 
K(Io~N)“~sL,+~N”~ 
{IbT(T-uN-“3)X~(u)I 
1 
2= zc”U *-&“K -2C, &d*}. 
Pick 6 such that S <S1 and 2c,S <&‘, and let be denote suposrss jb(T - t)(; then, 
if also log N 2 1, the event in braces is contained in the event {(XN(u)J LC”U*/~&}, 
leading to the estimate 
P[u$ S- K (log N)1'3] G 
CP 
[ 
OGuSJL,,h IX,(u)-X(u)l~~;*(logN)*“] 
+P 
C 
oGuyg,,3 IX~(U)-X(U)I~~K*N”“] 
Arguing as in Lemma 2.3, the first term is of order exp{-c(log N)4’3N1’6} and the 
second of order exp{-cN1’3}, both of which are o(N-‘). The third term is also 
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estimated along the lines of Lemma 2.3 as being no larger than 
where c2 = c”/8b0A”‘. Changing the time scale to ZJ = (2~~)“~r.4 and applying the 
final estimate in [4, Lemma l(iii)], this probability is seen to be of order 
exp{-+K3C: log N}, which is o(N-‘) for ah K > Kg(S) =4(2b~~)“3(c”)-2’3. 
The counterparts of Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are as follows. Set 
Z~(U)=aT(T+UN-1’3)~N(U)-UyN-“6 -Qfu 2 -gNb) 
and 
&J(u) = aT%(U)-+r-1’6 
2 
--:A.4 , 
and define uh and iiN analogously to 
-- 
u h and UN. Then Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 
2.6 are stated in exactly the same way as Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, but writing 
&.J for ZN, ON for UN, and so on. 
The final lemma, which completes the preparation for Theorem 2.8, is stated SO 
as to include the time intervals both before and after T. Let TN be the time at which 
a=(?) W(r) -Nl”c(t) attains its maximum in 0 G t < /3 for /3 > T. 
Lemma 2.7. For any S > 0, P[j TN - TI > S 1 W(T) = z] = o(N-I), unifordy in 12) S 
C&N”= and 1,~ -201 ~c*Nl’~. 
Proof. First, note that, on the event W(T) = z, 
{~~N-T~~~}~{n<~~~_b[~T(~)W(t)-a’Z-N”2c(~)]~O] 
__ 
v 
1 
sup [aT(t)W(r)-uaTz -N”*c(r)]>O . 
I T+bSfSp 
(2.9) 
Now it follows from Lemma 2.1 that, conditional on W(T) = z, W can be represen- 
tedinO=ztsTby 
W(T-s)= W’(s)+z -H(s)H-‘[I -zo], 
and hence, for 0 G s 6 T, 
uT(T-s)W(T-s)-uTz-N”2~(T-~)~0 
only if 
I W’(s)1 z= la (T - s)l-‘{N “2~(T-~)-~uT~~} 
-lzI-_I2 -~olll~bw’Il. (2.10) 
Picking cs so that cs]u] c:ns, cg <in;, and cs SU~~~~~TIIH(S)H-‘)~C~~~, the right- 
hand side of (2.10) is at least $9; uniformly in ].z]~cJv~‘~, )z -zo] ~csN~‘~. On 
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the other hand, W0 is a Gaussian process with zero mean and with covariance 
function 
E{W’(s)W’(t)}=H(s)-H(s)H-%(t), O=zs~tsT. 
Hence, for any unit vector e, 
E{(eT W”(t))2}< sup ]]H(t) -H(t)H-‘H(t)\), 0 s t c T, 
OGlST 
and 
E{[eT( W’(t) - W”(s))]*} = 
= eT{(H(t)-H(s))(l -H-‘H(t))+H(s)H-‘(H(f) -H(s))k 
c(t-s)c, OSSG~GT, 
where the last line makes use of (2.5). Thus, applying Fernique’s inequality [6] to 
eTWo for each coordinate vector e of Rd, it follows that 
P[ SUP 1 W’(s)1 sN’/~~L/~] = O(CCN) 
OGSST 
for some c ~0, and hence it follows easily that the first event on the right-hand 
side of (2.9) has probability o(N-‘). The probability of the second event is estimated 
in a similar way. 
The theorem can now be stated. 
Theorem 2.8. Under conditions (2.1)-(2.5), 
sup P sup {v(r)-N”2C(t)}~=U I W(O) = 20 
UER I[ 0etSrp I 
-P[N(u~~~+N-“~~A, $2+N-1’3~2(a; -p’))av] 
I 
= o{N-“2 log N(l + lzo]‘)} 
uniformly in Jzo( c cN 1’6, for some suitably chosen c, where q+* = E V2(T), /1 = 
(A4/cff)1’3, A2 = limh,o (l/h)E{( V(T + h)- V(T))*}, and the universal constants A, 
a: and p 2 are as defined at the beginning of the chapter: N(x, y ) is used to denote 
the normal distribution with mean x and variance y. 
Proof. It is immediate that 
ON= sup {V(t)-N”2~(t)}= V(T)+Qy+Qy, 
OSIGB 
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where 
and 
a:- sup {V(t)- V(T)-N”*C(f)} 
OSfST 
oSsup~{v(1)- V(T)-N’%(t)}. 
.- 
Conditional on W(T) = z, it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.7 that Qr is distributed 
as 
sup {aT(Fs){WO(s)-H(s)H-‘[z -zoD 
OSSSS 
+{&T-s)-UT}2 -N’%(T-s)}, (2.11) 
except on a set whose probability is uniformly o(N-‘) in 1.z 1, 1.z - zo] s c&r’* for 
any fixed S: S is chosen to be at least as small as Sr in Lemma 2.2. Then, writing 
U =Nr” s and using Lemma 2.2(i), (ii) and (iv), the term in braces may be re- 
expressed as 
N-“6{bT(T-uN-1’3)X&)-uy,N-1’6 -_3& *-&&)I 
where yr = aTcr2N-‘[z - zo] + zTu’ and where 
IgN(U)I~c(1+IUI)U2N-1’3, OGU=GN~‘~, 
whenever ]z (, ]z -zo] G cN”~: this last constant c can be chosen to ensure also that 
]yrl s (A/6D)N? Invoking Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5, for suitable choice of K, it now 
follows that, conditional on W(T) = z, uniformly in ]zOl, ]z - zo] s cN 1’6, 
E~(~,~,~~)=P[Q~s-N-“~~]-P[R+=~/AD] 
+ (yrDIA)N +k(y/AD) (2.12) 
satisfies 
]s,(y, z, zo)]~cN-~‘~{log N +]z -zo]* 
+ ]zo\* + N+‘{]z - zo] + ]zo(}(log N)“3}~*(yIAD) 
+ O(N-‘). (2.13) 
A similar argument, using the second member of each pair of lemmas, shows that, 
under the same conditions, though possibly with different choices of c, the same 
estimate holds, with z. = 0, for 
E~(Y, z)=P[Q+-N-~‘~~]-P[RI~~/ADI 
+ (~zD/A)N-“~~(~/AD) (2.14) 
where y2 = -~~‘a’: y2 has this different form because, in the equivalent of (2.11), 
the only term involving z is (aT(T+s) -uT)z. Both ci(y, z, ZO) and EZ(Y, z) are 
dominated by c[]z - zo] + ]z~]]N-~‘~ outside the set Iz - zo(, IZO( s cN~‘~. 
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The estimate for P[Q” cx] is now computed, starting from the formula 
PK?” cx]= 
I 
[(~IT)~ det HI-” exp{-i(z - z~)~H-r(z - 20)) 
{ClTZ SX} 
xP[max{Q?, Q~}~x-a~z ]W(T)=z]dr, 
which, by a change of coordinates to w = U-‘(z -ZO), where U is chosen in such 
a way that UTH-‘U = L-’ is diagonal and U-’ has aT as its first row, and using 
the independence of Qr and Q,” conditional on W(T) = t, can be reduced to 
I (WI~X_~TZO~ [(27~)~ det L]-“’ exp{-$wTL-‘w} 
x P[Q: ~x--_TTz~-w~~W(T)=Uw+zo] 
x P[Q,” cx-aTrO-~~IW(T)=Uw+zo]dw. 
The difference @((x - ~‘.z~)L;:‘~) -P[Q” G x] is now evaluated by substituting for 
the distributions of Q? and Q,” from (2.12) and (2.14), and simplifying as in [4]: 
the various errors are estimated in exactly similar ways, and the details are not 
repeated here. 
The first step is to reduce the expression to the form 
@(f/L:;2)-P[QN cx]= 
= 
I_ 
(wl_f) [(2~r)~ det L]-1’2 exp{-$wTL-‘w} 
x{P[R 3y*]-N-1’6 (DIA)(m + YZN (Y *P[R, c Y *II dw 
+O{N-"2 lww+l~o12~~ 
where y * =N”6(f - wl)/AD and 3 denotes x -uTzg. Now we have yr +y2 = 
u~~~H-~UW, since the terms involving u’ cancel each other, and, after integrating 
with respect to w2,. . . , wd, all that remains is 
I 
I 
_-m (27FLIl)_ II2 exp{-w:/2L11}x 
x{P[R zy*]-N-1’6 (D/A)(aT~*H--IU)IW&(~*)P[R~ c y*]} dw 
+ O(lP’2 log N(l+ hl’% 
Making the substitution w 1 = f - N-‘16ADy *, expanding, and integrating with 
respect to y *, this in turn leads to the estimate 
@(x/L:(*)-P[QN cx]= 
= (2?rLll)_ “2 exp{-f2/2L 1 1} 
XW -“6ADA +N-“%(A2D2/2L11) 
x(&i +A2 -p2L,~(aTa2H-‘U)I/AZ)} 
+O{N-“* log N(1 + lzol’)l. 
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It then follows easily, from a Taylor expansion of ~0, that 
P[Q” Gx] = 
= @{(X - hADN+) 
x[Lll +A2D2N-1’3{(+; -p’L&zTaZH-‘U)1A-2}]-“2) 
+ O{N-“2 log N( 1 + ]z,,]~)}. 
It only remains to be observed that, from the definition of U, 
(aTa2H-‘U)i = (aTa2(UT)-‘),/L,, =A2/Llj, 
and that, since L = U-‘H(UT)-‘, Lll = aTHa = t,h’. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 2.9. If W(0) is distributed as N(v, TV), independently of W(t)- W(O), 
then, under conditions (2.1)-(2.5), 
sup P sup {V(t)-N”2c(t)}~v 
VCR I[ 0-Sr=Sp 1 
-P[N(aTv +N-1’6 oh, aTT2a + t,42 +Nm1j3 
= 0(N-“2 log N). 
The problem originally considered in Section 1 was that of approximating the 
distribution of the supremum of (maxi- y(t), when XN is a Markov population 
process. As before, let 5 denote the deterministic approximation to xN, T the time 
at which cyT(t)t(t)--y(r) attains its maximum, and 2 the diffusion limit of 
N”2{~~ -5). Then 1+4~ is the variance of aT(T)Z(T) and p is given by {A4/~“}1’3 
where 
and A2 = aT(T)a2(T)a(T), a2 being computed from (1.2). Note that the calculation 
of @ is relatively simple, as it involves only the local properties of the process xN 
at e(T), whereas the evaluation of (c1’, necessary even for the coarsest normal 
approximation, is frequently much more complicated. Note also that correcting the 
variance of the coarsest normal approximation requires no more computation than 
is already involved in correcting the mean. 
3. Applications 
As a first application, consider the epidemic problem originally studied by Daniels 
[5]. The closed epidemic process can be considered as a Markov population process 
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XN with transitions 
(x, y)+(x, y)+(-1, m-’ at rate NCXXY, 
(x, y)+(x, y)+(O, -m-’ 
(3.1) 
at rate N/3y, 
and we shall suppose that the initial state is (1, k), so that N represents the initial 
number of susceptibles and NxN (t) the current numbers of susceptible and infected 
individuals. To ensure an interesting problem, we suppose that 77 =P/LY < 1. Then, 
as in [2], the approximating deterministic process t(t) is the solution of the ordinary 
differential equations 
i = -axy, j =crxy-/3y (3.2) 
with initial values (1, k), and N”*{x~(.)-t(e)} converges weakly to a diffusion 
Z( . ) with infinitesimal drift 
( 
-=52(t) -&1(f) 21 
w%t) &0)--P )( ) 22 
and infinitesimal covariance 
(3.3) 
Daniels [S] considered the distribution of the maximum number of infectives, which 
corresponds to taking aT(r) = (0 1) and y(t) = 0 for all t. From (3.2), 5*(f) has a 
unique maximum at the time T at which 5, (T) = 77, and t2( T) = 1 + k + q log 77 - 77. 
A better approximation is given, from (1.4) and (1.5), by 
&(T)+N-I’* sup {V(t)-N”2~(t)} for V(f) =Z,(t) 
O~rs2T 
and c 0) = Z2U7 -62(f). 
Since conditions (2.1)-(2.5) are clearly satisfied, it follows from the theorem that 
P[,s~~~{V(~)-N”*~(~)}~~] = 
__ 
= @{(u -N-1’6~A)[t,b2+N-1’3~2(~; -P*)]-~‘~}+O(N-“~ log N), 
where 
A2 = (0 W*(T)(;) = 2/34%(T), 
. . d 
c”= --52(T) = --k&,52-P52) 
dr 
= aP[~2(7’)1*, 
r=T 
and sop = (4~)*‘~, A and (T: - p 2 are universal constants, with values approximately 
0.996 and -0.317 respectively, and it remains to evaluate I+Q* = E Z;(T). For this 
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last expression, note that (c.f. [2]), for each t > 0, 
Cl- 77/51U))Zl(~) +22(t) 
has mean zero and variance (7 ‘/.zJ1(t)) - 77 log tl(r) - 77 2, whence, evaluating both 
expressions at t = T, 
cL2=EZ:(T)=q(1-r/)-- logq. 
As indeed one would hope, the answer agrees with that obtained in [4], where the 
argument exploited the special structure of the epidemic process, which contains 
the conveniently embedded sequence of partial sums of independent random 
variables observed by Nagaev and Startsev [8]. 
As a further application, consider the following simple model of the response of 
the immune system to a challenge infection. Let (X(t), Y(r)) denote respectively 
the numbers of antibodies and bacteria in the bloodstream at time t, following the 
introduction of an infection at time 0. Antibodies are produced in a Poisson process 
of constant rate, bacteria replicate at a rate proportional to their current density, 
and bacteria are removed from the bloodstream by interaction with antibodies at 
a rate proportional to the product of the densities of bacteria and antibodies. The 
maximum density reached by the bacterial population may then be considered to 
be a primary quantity of interest, in terms of the damage done to the body: for 
instance, death may result if the bacterial density ever reaches a given level. 
Let N denote the volume of blood within which the interaction takes place, and 
consider the process of densities (xN, yN)=(N-‘X(t), N-‘Y(t)). Then, in a 
Markovian model constructed from the description given above, with suitably scaled 
parameters, the process (xN, yN) has transitions 
(x,Y)+(x,Y)+U,O)N-~ at rate NCY, 
(x, y)+(x, y)+(O, w-’ at rate Npy, 
(x, Y)+(x, y)+(O, -ON-’ at rate NSxy, 
and an initial value (x0, yO) is assumed. The corresponding deterministic equations 
are 
f =cY, j, = (P -Sx)Y, 
which have the solution 
43(t) = x0 + at, 52(f) = YO exp{(p - Sxo)t - $a6t2}: 
in particular, the unique maximum value of the bacterial density t2 is attained at 
time T = (p -8x0)/~& at a level 
y, =52(T) = y. exp{$cu6T2}. 
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Once again, we take a=(t)= (0 1) and y(f)= 0 for all t. The conditions of the 
theorem are satisfied, and straightforward calculations give 
A’=(/~+SSI(T))~~(T)=~~Y* 
and 
c” = -i;(r) = asy,, 
from which it follows that p = (4p*y,.(~6)“~. (L* can also be evaluated from the 
formula 
E-‘(u)(~*(u)E=(u)-1 du 
I 
ET(~)&-), 
where E is as defined in Section 1, and turns out to be 
I 
l/2 
exp{qD*} fy&*D3+4yonD e-qD*‘2 {x0+0(1 -0)) e2”D2”2 du 
0 1 
where n =S/ol and D =(/3 -Sxo)/S = aT. Note that IL2 depends only upon ratios 
of rates, which is to be expected, since its definition is independent of the calibration 
of time. If D is fairly large, as would be the case with a dangerous infection, and 
TJ is of order 1, I&* is well approximated by 
y;[:q2D3+yO*(l +2x0/D)] 
and in this case the approximate distribution of the maximum of yN is normal, with 
mean 
y,[l +AN-2’3 (4p*/c~Sy3’~] 
and variance 
N-‘y~[~~2D3+y~1(1+2~O/D)+N-1’3(a~-p2)(4~2/~~y~)2’3]. 
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